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In this paper we study noncommutative analogues of rational double points. The
approach is to consider the action of a finite group G on certain noncommutative
  Žanalogues of k x, y which were studied by Artin and Stafford ‘‘Regular Local
.Rings of Dimension 2,’’ manuscript . An explicit description in terms of generators
and relations is given for a large class of such algebras when G is cyclic. Finally, we
show that these algebras are AS-Gorenstein of dimension two, have finite repre-
sentation type and, in many cases, are regular in codimension one.  2000 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 In AS , Artin and Stafford initiated the local study of smooth noncom-
mutative surfaces by introducing regular rings of dimension two. These
  Žnoncommutative analogues of the power series ring k u,  k an alge-
.braically closed field of characteristic zero are rings of the form B
²² :: Ž .k u,   r , where the ‘‘commutation’’ relation r has leading term a
quadratic with no linear factors. The simplest types of surface singularities
are the rational double points which can be characterised in several ways.
Ž .Let V ku k and let G SL V be a finite subgroup. The rational
 Gdouble points are schemes of the form Spec k u,  . Depending on the
commutation relation r, G may also act on the regular ring of dimension
two, B. We call the resulting invariant ring BG a special quotient surface
singularity and this noncommutative analogue of a rational double point is
the primary object of study in this paper.
We sought to find an explicit description of special quotient surface
singularities via generators and relations. The approach was to study
carefully the associated graded ring and then use the power series version
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of the diamond lemma. If  denotes the maximal ideal of B then the
² : Žassociated graded ring B gr B must be either B  k u,   u q
2. ² : Ž .qu for q	 k 0 of B  k u,   u u  . Conversely any ringJ
whose associated graded ring has this form is regular of dimension two.
Let A BG be a special quotient surface singularity and let F be the
filtration on A induced from the -adic filtration on B. Then the associ-
Gated graded ring gr A has the form B . Artin asked conversely whetherF
or not every complete filtered ring with associated graded ring of the form
GB is a special quotient surface singularity. We have a partial answer in
the case where G is cyclic. The first step is a classification of all rings
which have the correct associated graded ring. Let x, y, z be indetermi-
nates of degree d, 2, d, respectively, and let F be the filtration on
²² ::k x, y, z induced by degree.
²² ::THEOREM 1.1. Suppose A is a quotient of P k x, y, z with defining
relations
d dyx qxy xg , zx qy g , zy qyz gz , y  xz , 1Ž . Ž .
where g	 kz F 3P. If F also denotes the filtration on A induced from P,
G Ž .then gr A has the form B for G SL V the diagonal subgroup of order d.F
Conersely, eery k-algebra A complete with respect to a filtration F with
G Ž .gr A
 B and G SL V the diagonal subgroup of order d has the aboeF
form.
It is hoped that these are all special quotient surface singularities but we
only know
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be the complete local ring in the preious theorem
with g	 F 3P. Suppose that 1 is the only power of q which is a dth root of
unity. Then A is a special quotient surface singularity.
Our next goal was to extend well-known properties of commutative
rational double points to the noncommutative case. We show that every
Ž .special quotient surface singularity A, is AuslanderGorenstein of
injective dimension two. We also show that in most cases, A is regular in
codimension one in the following sense: if T denotes the category of
-torsion modules then the quotient category Mod-AT has finite injec-
tive dimension.
The remaining property we examined involves the theory of local coho-
mology. This has been studied by various authors in the noncommutative
graded case and the noncommutative local case has recently been studied
 by Wu and Zhang and in C . In Sections 6, 7, and 8 we sketch enough of
Ž .the theory mainly without proof to generalise several classical concepts
from commutative algebra such as the CohenMacaulay property. In
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Section 9 we show that like their commutative counterparts, every special
quotient surface singularity has only a finite number of isomorphism
classes of indecomposable maximal CohenMacaulay modules.
The results in this paper come from my doctoral thesis. It is with
pleasure that I thank my thesis supervisor, Mike Artin, for all the help he
has given me.
2. THE DIAMOND LEMMA FOR POWER SERIES
 We will need Bergman’s diamond lemma B, Theorem 1.2 , both in its
usual algebra form and in its power series form. The power series version
Ž  .is well known but not so well documented see GH . We thus include a
discussion of it in this section.
Throughout this paper we fix a base field k. Recall that a filtration F on
 p 4an object M in an Abelian category is a set of subobjects F M p	
satisfying F p1M F pM for all p. A filtered k-algebra is a k-algebra A
with a filtration F by subspaces satisfying the additional conditions
Ž p .Ž q . pq 0F A F A  F A and F A A. These conditions imply in particular
that the F pA are ideals. In this section, A will always denote a filtered
k-algebra with filtration F which is complete in the sense that A

plim AF A.p
First note the following fact:
 4PROPOSITION 2.1. Let  m  A. Then the following are equialent:
 p p 4 pi. For eery p	 , the set   m  F A m  F A  AF Ap  
is a k-basis of AF pA.
ii. The images of the m 	 in the associated graded ring gr A form F
a basis of gr A.F
If these hold then eery element a	 A has a unique representation as a
conergent series of the form aÝ c m where c 	 k.m 	   
DEFINITION 2.2. A subset  A is said to be a strict topological basis
for A if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of the previous proposition.
Let X , . . . , X be a set of indeterminates of degrees d  0 and let 1 n i
be the semigroup generated by the X ’s. We extend the degree map to ai
semigroup homomorphism deg:  and set    to be the subset ofd
²² ::degree d elements. Let P k X denote the noncommutative poweri
series ring in the indeterminates X , . . . , X . We filter P by setting F pP to1 n
be the set of power series of degree at least p; i.e., every term of the power
series has degree at least p. In general, we shall say that an element  in
a filtered object M with filtration F has degree r if x	 F rM F r1M.
This agrees with the terminology in the previous case where M P.
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Let r , s 	 P. Recall that a filtration on a ring determines a topology.j j
Ž .We let r  s denote the closed ideal generated by the r  s and definej j j j
Ž .the quotient of P with defining relations r  s to be P r  s . Thisj j j j
notation should not cause confusion since we will only be interested in
complete quotients of P.
When the r are monomials, combinatorial methods can be used toj
Ž . study the quotient P r  s . We recall some definitions from B, pp.j j
 180181 . Given any r and m, m 	 , we can associate to every a	 P aj
new element obtained by replacing every occurrence of the monomial
mr m with ms m and leaving all other monomials alone. We call suchj j
elements reductions of a. A sequence of reductions of a is a sequence
a a , a , . . . such that a is a reduction of a .0 1 i1 i
An oerlap ambiguity is a pair r , r such that r mm and r mmi j i j
for some m, m, m	 . We say that the overlap ambiguity can be resoled
 4 if there exists a sequence of reductions a for s m and a sequence ofn i
 4reductions b for ms such that for each p	 we have a  bn j n n
Ž p .mod F P for all n sufficiently large. An inclusion ambiguity is a pair r , ri j
such that r mr m for some m, m	 . We say that the inclusioni j
ambiguity can be resolved if there are sequences of reductions for s andi
ms m which, as before, are eventually congruent modulo F pP for all p.j
 Using the language of B, pp. 180181 we may now state the power
series version of the diamond lemma:
Ž .THEOREM 2.3 diamond lemma for power series . Let P be the noncom-
mutatie power series ring in n indeterminates as aboe and r 	 , s 	 P forj j
Ž .j in some index set. Let A P r  s . Suppose there is a semigroup partialj j
ordering  on  satisfying m m wheneer deg m  deg m and such1 2 1 2
that the restriction of  to each  satisfies the descending chain condition.d
Suppose that each relation r  s is compatible with  in the sense thatj j
eery monomial m	  occurring in s is less than r . If all the oerlap andj j
inclusion ambiguities can be resoled then A has a strict topological basis of
the form
 m m	  has no subword of the form r , 4˜ j
where m denotes the image of m in A.˜
Proof. Let F be the filtration on A induced by the degree filtration on
P. The theorem follows from applying the usual diamond lemma B,
 Ž . pTheorem 1.2 or rather its proof to AF A.
The strict topological basis provided by this version of the diamond
lemma is called the topological Grobner basis.¨
The two diamond lemmas in tandem provide an effective way of passing
between a complete filtered ring and its associated graded ring as the
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following proposition shows. To keep notation straight, given r	 P let
Ž .r x be the element obtained by substituting the elements x x , . . . , x1 n
for X , . . . , X , where the x are elements of the maximal ideal of some1 n i
complete local ring. In order to describe the associated graded algebra, we
need some new indeterminates X also of degree d . As before, given ani i
² : Ž .element r	 k X we let r x denote the element obtained from r byi
substituting the elements x x , . . . , x for X , . . . , X .1 n 1 n
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose P, A, , r , s are as hypothesised in thej j
preious theorem. Let F be the filtration on A induced from the degree
filtration on P and e  deg r . Consider the degree e part t of r  s and letj j j j j j
Ž .r  s t X . If all oerlap and inclusion ambiguities can be resoled thenj j j
the associated graded ring of A is
² :gr A
 k X  r  s .Ž .F i j j
Conersely, let A be a complete filtered ring with filtration F. Suppose the
² : Ž .associated graded ring gr A
 k X  r  s for some r	  and s	F i j j j j
² :k X . Suppose also that there is a semigroup partial ordering  oni
monomials in X satisfying the descending chain condition and compatiblei
Ž . Ž .with the relations r s . Let r  r X , s  s X . If all oerlap andj j j j j j
inclusion ambiguities can be resoled, then there exist power series t in the Xj i
of degree greater than deg r , such that we hae an isomorphismj
²² ::A
 k X  r  s  tŽ .i j j j
of filtered algebras. Furthermore, if x are arbitrary lifts of X to A, then wei i
may assume by changing the t , if necessary, that the isomorphism maps x toj i
Ž .X  r  s  t .i j j j
Proof. We attack the forward implication first. Let x denote the imagei
of X in A and let x denote the image of x in gr A. Choose   soi i i F
 Ž . 4that m x m	 is the topological Grobner basis for A obtained from¨
the power series version of the diamond lemma. Note first that for m	,
Ž . Ž .deg m deg m x for otherwise we can write m x as a power series
consisting of terms of degree greater than deg m and then rewrite these as
a power series with terms in  of degree greater than deg m. This would
contradict the uniqueness of power series representations given in Proposi-
tion 2.1. We wish to show that X  x induces the desired isomorphism.i i
We first show that the x satisfy the relations r  s 0. By reducingi j j
monomials, we may assume that no term of the s ’s has r as a subwordj i
² : Ž .since reduction does not alter gr A nor the ring k X  r  s . ThisF i j j
implies in particular that each term of s lies in . There are two cases. Ifj
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .deg r  deg r x  p say, then r  s x is just the image of r x j j j j j
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p p1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s x in F AF A and so is zero. If deg r  deg r x then r  s xj j j j j
Ž . Ž . r x which is zero by the assumption on the degree of r x . We thusj j
² : Ž .conclude that X  x induces a map  : k X  r  s  gr A.i i i j j F
The hypotheses ensure that you can apply the diamond lemma to
² : Ž .  Ž . 4k X  r  s to obtain the basis m X m	 . On the other hand,i j j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .deg m deg m x for m	 shows that gr m x m x so the m xF
form a basis for gr A by Proposition 2.1. Thus  restricts to a bijection onF
Grobner bases and so must be an isomorphism as was to be shown.¨
For the converse, let x denote arbitrary lifts of X to A. Theni i
Ž . Ž . Ž .r x  s x  t x for some power series t of degree greater than deg r .j j j j j
²² :: ŽSince A is complete, we obtain a surjective filtered map  : k X  ri j
.s  t  A. We apply the usual diamond lemma to gr A and let j j F
be the resulting Grobner basis. To see that  is injective, let a	¨
²² :: Ž .k X  r  s  t which we can write as a nonzero convergent seriesi j j j
Ž .consisting of terms in . Computing  a from such a series we see that
Ž . a  0 so  is an isomorphism of filtered algebras.
3. GROUP ACTIONS ON REGULAR RINGS
 Regular local rings of dimension two were introduced in AS . They are
noncommutative analogues of an analytic neighbourhood on a smooth
surface. In this section we classify certain group actions on such rings.
Throughout, we assume that our base field k is algebraically closed of
characteristic zero.
Let x , . . . , x be a set of indeterminates of degree one which is totally1 n
ordered by a relation  . Let  be the semigroup generated by the x ’s.i
We need two partial orderings on  in order to apply the two diamond
lemmas of the previous section. Both are based on a right to left version of
the lexicographic ordering on  defined as follows: Let a, b	  be
monomials of the same degree. Write a and b as a product of monomials
a a x c, b b x c where c has as large a degree as possible. We writei j
a b if x  x . This is the partial order we use when applying the usuali j
algebra form of the diamond lemma. When using the power series version
of the diamond lemma, we refine the order  by insisting also that a b
if deg a deg b. There should be no confusion in using the same notation
to denote these two orders since one will only be used for graded algebras
and the other for complete local rings. As usual, we use the language of B,
pp. 180181 . Recall,
LEMMA 3.1. The relation  is a semigroup partial ordering on  which
satisfies the hypotheses of the diamond lemma.
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A monomial x  x is said to be in order or ordered if x  x  i i i i1 m 1 2
 x . Otherwise, the monomial is said to be out of order.im
Ž .Let B,  denote a complete local k-algebra B with maximal ideal .
We let gr B denote the associated graded ring of B with respect to the
-adic filtration. We recall Artin and Stafford’s
 DEFINITION 3.2 AS, Definition 1.12 . A complete local ring B with
² : Ž .maximal ideal  is regular of dimension two if gr B
 k x, y  Q where
Q is a quadratic form in x, y which is not the product of two linear forms.
Ž .For the rest of this section, B,  will denote a regular complete local
ring of dimension two. The next result is due to ArtinStafford and
Ž .Cartan. As usual, given r an element of a power series ring, we let r
denote the closed ideal generated by r.
  ²² :: Ž .PROPOSITION 3.3 AS, Lemma 1.4 . B
 k u,   r where r is one of
the following,
Ž .  4i. q-plane ru qu  c for some q	 k 0
Ž . 2ii. Jordan plane ru u   c
and c is a noncommutatie power series of degree at least three. Furthermore,
if there is a finite group G acting on B, then one can assume that G restricts
to an action on V ku k . Conersely, eery ring of the form B

²² :: Ž . Ž . Ž .k u,   r , where r is gien as in i or ii , is regular complete local of
dimension two.
Proof. Suppose there is a finite group action on B. Then by Maschke’s
theorem one can lift the action of G on  2 to a vector subspace V of 
so that the natural map V  2 is a G-module isomorphism. Since B is
² : Ž .regular of dimension two, gr B
 k u,   Q for some quadratic form
Q which is not the product of two linear factors. By changing variables, we
2may assume that Q is u qu or u u  . Let u,  be the unique
lifts of u,  to V. We may wish to apply the converse half of Proposition
2.4. Order the variables by  u and consider the order  of Lemma
23.1. We express the relations of gr B in the form u qu or u  . In
this form, the relations are compatible with  and there are no overlap
or inclusion ambiguities to resolve. Hence, Proposition 2.4 shows that B
has the desired presentation.
²² :: Ž .To see that every ring of the form k u,   r with r as above
is regular of dimension two, we need only apply the first half of Propo-
sition 2.4.
The power series version of the diamond lemma allows us to read off a
strict topological basis for B.
 i j 4LEMMA 3.4. B has a strict topological basis of the form u   i, j 0 .
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Remark. The possible associated graded rings of B, namely, B q
2² : Ž . ² : Ž .k u,   u qu and B  k u,   u u  , can be nicely in-J
terpreted using Van den Bergh’s notion of a twisted homogeneous coordi-
1 1Ž  . Ž Ž . . Ž .nate ring see AV . In fact, B 
 B  , O 1 where 	Aut  isq 
1Ž Ž . .multiplication by q and B 
 B  , O 1 where  is translation by 1.J 
Fix V  such that the natural map V  2 is an isomorphism. We
Ž .say that an automorphism  of B acts linearly on B with respect to V if
the action preserves V. We say that G acts linearly if every 	 B acts
linearly.
Since we are interested in invariant rings, we will only study faithful
actions of a finite group G on B. If G acts linearly on B, then it will be
Ž .convenient to identify G with a finite subgroup of GL V . If, furthermore,
Ž .we are given a basis u,  for V, then we will also identify GL V with
Ž .GL k via the basis u, .2
LEMMA 3.5. We continue the notation of Proposition 3.3. Suppose an
automorphism  of B acts linearly and has order d. Then one of the following
must hold:
i. B is a q-plane and
	 r 0
 ,sž /0 	
where 	 is a primitie dth root of unity and r, s	 .
0 aŽ .ii. B is a q-plane where q1, d is een, and  where ab isb 0
da th root of unity.2
iii. B is a q-plane with q 1.
1 0Ž .iv. B is a Jordan plane and  	 , where 	 is a dth root of unity.0 1
Proof. Since  acts linearly, we need only consider the induced auto-
morphism of  on gr B. Let u,  be the images of u,  in gr B. For the 
Ž .q-plane where q 1, the set of normal degree 1 elements together with 0
is the union of ku and k so these must be -stable. If  stabilises each of
0 aŽ . Ž .these lines then we are in case i . If  swaps these lines then  b 0
dwhere ab is a -th root of unity. For  to preserve the skew commutation2
relation u qu of gr B we must have q1. In the Jordan plane
Ž .case, k is the set of all normal elements of degree 1 plus 0 and so must
be stable under G. By Maschke’s theorem, there is another -stable vector
Ž .space of the form k u   , 	 k. We may replace u with u  
2since this will not alter the relation u u  . For  to preserve this
2relation, the eigenvectors u and  must have the same eigenvalue. This
implies that  is scalar on ku k and we are done.
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Remark. Perhaps the most illuminating way of seeing the classification
of actions on gr B is to view gr B as a twisted homogeneous coordinate 
Ž 1 Ž . . 1ring B  , O 1 . Now  induces an automorphism of  which com-
mutes with  . If  is multiplication by q 1 then it has two fixed points 0
Ž .and 
. If  fixes these then we are in case i . If  swaps these, then up to
1 Ž . Ž .multiplication,  is inversion so q q and we are in case ii or iii . In
the Jordan case, 
 is a fixed point of  and thus also of  . Hence 
induces an automorphism of 1 which commutes with translation. The
only such maps are translations of which the only one of finite order is
the identity.
If G is any finite group acting on B, then the -adic filtration induces a
filtration F on the invariant ring BG. There is a natural graded ring
G Ž .Ghomomorphism gr B  gr B . In fact we haveF 
G Ž .GPROPOSITION 3.6. The natural map gr B  gr B is an isomor-F 
phism.
Proof. The morphism is injective because the filtration is induced. To
see surjectivity, consider the G-module epimorphism  p  p p1. By
Maschke’s theorem this map splits so fixed elements lift as desired.
In commutative algebra, the rational double points are the quotients of
 Spec k u,  by a finite subgroup of SL . We seek to classify noncommu-2
tative analogues in terms of their associated graded rings. The previous
proposition allows us to restrict our attention to the graded case where
we have
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let u,  be indeterminates and V ku k . Then
² : Ž . Ž .B k u,   u qu and suppose G SL V is a finite group whose
action extends to B. Then one of the following holds,
i. G is a cyclic group of order d generated by
 0
 ,1ž /0 
Gwhere  is a primitie dth root of unity. In this case, B is the k-algebra on
three generators x, y, z subject to the relations
yx qxy , zx q d xz , zy qyz , y d xz , 2Ž .
dwhere q q .
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d 2 4²ii. q1 and G is the binary dihedral group  ,      ,   1,
1 :   . Up to scaling u and  we hae
 0
 1ž /0 
G0 1Ž . Ž .   a 2 dth root of unity and  . In this case, B 
 k x, y .1 0
iii. q 1 and G is either binary dihedral, tetrahedral, octahedral, or
icosahedral.
2² : Ž . Ž .Let B k u,   u u  and G SL V be a non-triial group
G 4whose action extends to B as before. Then G is 1 and B is the k-algebra
on three generators x, y, z subject to the relations
yx xy xz , zx xz 2 yz 2 z 2 , zy yz z 2 , y2 xz.
3Ž .
² : Ž .Proof. We suppose first that B k u,   u qu .
Ž .Case i . G is diagonal, q 1. This is always the case if q1 by
Ž .Lemma 3.5. Then G must be as in i for the diagonal subgroup of SL is2
isomorphic to k	 and the only finite subgroups of k	 are cyclic. The
G i jinvariant ring B is spanned by the u  where d  j i. Since u and  are
G d dnormal, we see immediately that B is generated by u , u ,  . Let C be
Ž .the k-algebra on three generators x, y, z with defining relations 2 . We
set the degree of x and z to be d and the degree of y to be 2 so that C is
a graded algebra. Then there is a surjective graded ring homomorphism  :
G d d Ž1d.2C B defined by x u , y cu , z  where c q . Now
Ž . i r jthe relations 2 ensure that the x y z for 0 r d span C. Further-
Ž i r j. i dr jdrmore, the  x y z 	 ku  are linearly independent by Lemma
G3.4. Hence  is injective and C
 B .
Ž .Case ii . G not diagonal; q1. Let H be the subgroup of diagonal
elements. As was seen in the previous case, H must be cyclic generated by
some automorphism
 0
 ,1ž /0 
where  is an eth root of unity and e is the order of H. Let  be a
0 aŽ .non-diagonal element of G which by the lemma has the form . Itsb 0
determinant ab 1 so by scaling u and  if necessary, we may assume
a 1, b1. The product of any two off-diagonal elements in G must
be diagonal and so lies in H. Hence G is generated by  and  . Now
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2 1 0Ž .  so e 2 d for some d. Computing the relations satisfied by 0 1
and  , we see that G is the binary dihedral group.
G HTo determine B , first recall from the previous case that B has a basis
consisting of monomials ui j where 2 d  j i. Since  has order two
G HŽ .Ž .modulo H, B  id  B . To compute the latter we consider mono-
mials ui j with 2 d  j i so that in particular, i and j have the same
parity. Then
i ii ji j i j i j i j i j j i i j j iu    u   u   1  u  u   1 u   u   u Ž . Ž . Ž .
Gforms a basis for B . We wish to show this element lies in the algebra
generated by x u and y u2 d 2 d. First note that u2 and  2 are
central in B. In particular, x and y commute. They are also algebraically
independent. We assume j i, the case i j being symmetric. Since u j i
i j j i i iŽ j i ji.is central we see u   u   u    u . We show by induction
  i i ion j i that this lies in k x, y . If j i then u  x so we may
assume i 0 and j 2 ld. From the binomial theorem, we see that
Ž 2 l d 2 l d. l 2 m d 2Ž lm.du   y is a sum of binomials of the form u  
u2Ž lm.d 2 m d where 0m l. Hence by the inductive hypothesis, u2 l d
2 l d G    also lies in k x, y so B 
 k x, y .
Ž .Case iii . q 1. This is the classical commutative case for which we
 refer the reader to Pink .
2² : Ž .Now assume that B k u,   u u  . Lemma 3.5 shows that
Ž .  4the only nontrivial group G SL V acting on B is 1 . The invariant
Gring B consists of the even degree elements in B and is generated by
2 2 Ž .u , u ,  . Let C be the algebra defined by Eq. 3 . Checking relations, we
Gsee that there is a graded surjective ring homomorphism C B defined
by
1 2 2x u  u , y u , z 2 .Ž .2
Ž .Injectivity is proved as in i .
Ž .Case ii of the proposition is somewhat anomalous. There is no commu-
tative analogue.
We have a converse to the previous proposition:
PROPOSITION 3.8. The actions of G on V in Proposition 3.7 extend to
actions of G on B.
This is proved by verifying that G preserves the defining relation
2vu quv or vu uv v .
Whether or not the actions of Proposition 3.7 will induce actions on a
regular complete local ring B will depend on what the cubic term c of
Proposition 3.3 is. If c 0 then there will be an induced action on B.
We now define the main object of study in this paper.
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DEFINITION 3.9. A quotient surface singularity is a ring of the form
A BG, where G is a finite group acting on a regular complete local ring
Ž .B. If G SL V then A is said to be a special quotient surface singularity.
4. THE ASSOCIATED GRADED RING
Throughout this section, let k denote an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero.
Many properties of filtered rings may be deduced from the associated
² : Žgraded ring. The latter is usually easier to work with. Let B k u, v  vu
2. ² : Ž . quv or k u, v  vu uv v . Proposition 3.6 states that the associ-
Gated graded ring of a special quotient surface singularity has the form B
Ž Ž ..where G is a finite subgroup of SL ku kv . These graded rings were
computed in Proposition 3.7. There were two cases when the ring was not
Ž .commutative: let A denote the ring defined by the relations 2 of theq
Ž .proposition and let A denote the ring defined by the relations 3 . WeJ
study these two rings in this section.
All rational double points have embedding dimension three. This shows
that they are Gorenstein. We would like a noncommutative version of this
result, at least in the associated graded case. As in the previous section, let
dq q . The role of the coordinate ring of ambient 3-space will be played
by the ring
² : dS
 k x , y , z  yx qxy, zx q xz , zy qyzŽ .
for A and byq
² : 2 2T
 k x , y , z  yx xy xz , zx xz 2 yz 2 z , zy yz zŽ .
for A . We study these two rings first.J
 i j k 4LEMMA 4.1. The ordered monomials x y z  i, j, k 0 form a k-basis
for S and for T.
Proof. We wish to apply Bergman’s diamond lemma. Order the vari-
ables by z y x. The relations in S and T yield reductions which
replace the out of order monomials yx, zx, zy with sums of ordered
monomials. This reduction is compatible with the order  of Lemma 3.1
so we may apply Bergman’s diamond lemma. This will show that the
ordered monomials form a basis once we resolve the overlap ambiguity for
the monomial zyx. Using  to denote reductions, we have in A ,q
z yx  qzxy q d1 xzy q d2 xyz andŽ .
zy x qyzx q d1 yxz q d2 xyz ,Ž .
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which checks out. In A we haveJ
z yx  zxy zxz xzy 2 yzy 2 z 2 y zxzŽ .
 xyz xz2 2 y2 z 2 yz 2 2 zyz 2 z 3 zxz
zy x yzx z 2 x yxz 2 y2 z 2 yz 2 zxz 2 zyz 2 z 3Ž .
 xyz xz2 2 y2 z 2 yz 2 zxz 2 zyz 2 z 3 ,
which agree as well so we are done.
Let R be a ring,  an automorphism of R, and  an -derivation of R;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i.e.,  satisfies the skew-Leibniz rule  rs  r s   r  s , r, s	 R.
Recall that associated to these data, there exists a ring called the Ore
 extension R x;  ,  . As an R-module, this ring is isomorphic to the free
i Ž .module  x R. Multiplication is determined by the rule rx x r i 0
Ž . r for all r	 R. There is a converse result whose proof we omit.
LEMMA 4.2. Let R R be a ring extension such that as an R-module,
R
 x iR for some x	 R. Suppose there exists an automorphism  ofi 0
Ž . R such that rx x r 	 R for all r	 R. Then R is an Ore extension of R.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let R  S or T. Then there exists a chain of subrings0
R  R  R  R  k where R is an Ore extension of R for i 0, 1, 2.0 1 2 3 i i1
 Proof. For R  S, this is clear so let R  T. We let R  k z which0 0 2
is an Ore extension of k. The subring R of R generated by y and z1 0
Ž . iover k is  y R as an R -module by Lemma 4.1. The above lemma2 2i 0
shows that R is an Ore extension of R . Let  in Lemma 4.2 be the1 2
automorphism of R which maps y y z, z z. This is an automor-1
² : Ž 2 .phism since R 
 k y, z  zy yz z . Applying Lemma 4.2 we con-1
clude that T is an Ore extension of R .1
There are surjective ring homomorphisms S A and T A . Theq J
kernels of these maps are given by the two-sided ideal generated by
d Ž .y  xz where d is as in 2 of Proposition 3.7 for A and equals 2 for A .q J
We wish to show that y d xz is in fact normal. To prove this, we need a
different ordering of the monomials. The following is elementary.
LEMMA 4.4. Let  and  be semigroups and let  be a semigroup
partial ordering on  which satisfies the descending chain condition. Let f :
  be a semigroup homomorphism. Then the induced order on  defined
Ž . Ž .by a b wheneer f a  f b is a semigroup partial ordering satisfying the
descending chain condition.
 i j k 4PROPOSITION 4.5. The monomials x y z  i, k 0, 0 j d form a
k-basis for A and A .q J
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Proof. Let  be the free semigroup generated by x, y, z and let  be
the free semigroup generated by u,  . Let f be the semigroup homomor-
phism from   which maps x ud, y u , z  d. Let  be the
order on  considered in the previous section which comes from setting
 u. The partial order  on  we wish to use is that induced from 
via f.
When we apply Bergman’s diamond lemma in this case, we have all the
reductions that we used for S and T plus the additional reduction
y d xz. These reductions are all compatible with the new partial order
 . The monomials above are precisely the irreducible ones. We need only
resolve overlap ambiguities for the monomials zyx, zy d, y d x, and y d1. We
have already resolved the ambiguity for the monomial zyx in S and T so
only the other three need to be resolved.
Consider first A .q
zy y d1 qyzy d1   q d y dz q d xz2 andŽ .
z y d  zxz q d xz2Ž .
which agree while
y d1 yx  qy d1 xy   q d xy d q d x 2 z andŽ .
y d x xzx q d x 2 zŽ .
which verifies the second monomial. Finally
y y d  yxz qxyz and y d y xzy qxyz ,Ž . Ž .
resolving the last ambiguity.
2Now consider A . Here d 2. We check the monomial zy .J
zy y yzy z 2 y y2 z yz 2 zyz z 3 xz2 yz 2 yz 2 2 z 3Ž .
 xz2 2 yz 2 2 z 3
z y2  zxz xz2 2 yz 2 2 z 3.Ž .
For the monomial y2 x we have
y yx  yxy yxz xy2 xzy xyz xz2Ž .
 x 2 z xyz xz2 xyz xz2 x 2 z 2 xyz 2 xz2
y2 x xzx x 2 z 2 xyz 2 xz2 ,Ž .
which agree as well so it remains to consider y3:
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y y2  yxz xyz xz2 , y2 y xzy xyz xz2 ,Ž . Ž .
which verifies the last overlap check.
Recall that for any graded k-module MM , the Hilbert function ofn
Ž .M is h n  dim M .M k n
PROPOSITION 4.6. The element h y d xz is normal in S and T. Hence
A 
 ShS and A 
 ThT.q J
Proof. In S, h skew commutes with x, y, and z so the proposition
follows. We give a proof for T which works equally well for S. Lemma 4.1
1Ž . Ž .Ž .shows that h n  n 2 n 1 while the previous proposition showsT 2
Ž .that h n  2n 1. Now h is a regular element since T is an iteratedA J
Ore extension of a domain. This gives an exact sequence,
h 0 T 2 T ThT 0,
 where the 2 denotes the shift in grading by two. We deduce that
1h n  h n  h n 2  n 2 n 1  n n 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T hT T T 2
 2n 1.
Since A 
 TThT has the same Hilbert function, we must have hTJ
ThT , which proves the proposition.
5. EXAMPLES OF CYCLIC QUOTIENT SINGULARITIES
In this section, we give examples of special quotient surface singularities
in the more amenable form of generators and relations. Let B be the
associated graded ring of a regular local ring of dimension two and let G
Ž .be as usual, a subgroup of SL B whose action extends to B. Proposition1
3.6 states that for any special quotient surface singularity A, the associated
Ggraded ring must have the form B . In this section, we study such rings.
Properties of filtered rings are often determined by their associated graded
rings. This suggests that this class of algebras may be of interest in its
own right.
Throughout this section, we fix an algebraically closed field k of charac-
teristic 0. Unfortunately, we have only obtained results in the case where
Ž .G is a diagonal and hence cyclic subgroup of SL B .1
DEFINITION 5.1. A ring A over k, complete with respect to a filtration
F, is said to be a singularity of type A if the associated graded ring gr Ad1 F
G Ž .has the form B for G SL B , the diagonal subgroup of order d. If1
² : Ž .B
 k u,   u qu then we shall say that A is a q-singularity where
d 2² : Ž .q q and if B
 k u,   u u  then we shall say that A is a
Jordan singularity.
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Let A and A be the graded rings of the previous section. They areq J
Ž . Ž .defined by the relations 2 and 3 of Proposition 3.7 which we call the
standard relations for A and A .q J
We wish to determine all singularities of type A . Let P be thed1
²² ::noncommutative power series ring k x, y, z . We set the degrees of x
and z to be d and the degree of y to be 2. We filter P using the degree as
in Section 2. Our first step will be to construct a family of singularities of
type A depending on a parameter g	 kz F 3P. Note that whend1
d 3, then kz F 3P so it plays no role. The inclusion of kz is to account
for Jordan singularities in the d 2 case.
²² ::THEOREM 5.2. Suppose A is a quotient of P k x, y, z with defining
relations
d dyx qxy xg , zx qy g , zy qyz gz , y  xz , 4Ž . Ž .
where g	 kz F 3P. Then A is a singularity of type A . It is a Jordand1
singularity when g F 3P and q 1 and a q-singularity otherwise.
N.B. The origin of these relations will be clear from the proof of the
next theorem.
Proof. We wish to apply Proposition 2.4 to determine the associated
graded ring of A. We order monomials as in Proposition 4.5 and note that
Ž .the relations 4 are compatible with this partial order. We need to check
overlaps for the monomials y d x, zyx, zy d, and y d1.
2 dd1 d1 d2y yx  y x qy g  y x qy g    x qy gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
ddy x xzx x qy g ,Ž .Ž .
verifying the overlap check for y d x. The overlap check for zy d is similar so
we consider zyx.
d1z yx  zx qy g  qy g andŽ . Ž . Ž .
d1zy x qy g zx qy g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
which also agree. Finally, we have
y d1 y xzy qxyz xgz and y y d1  yxz qxyz xgz.Ž . Ž .
This verifies the hypotheses for Proposition 2.4. Thus if x, y, z are the
2 3images of x, y, z in gr A and g is the image of g in F PF P, thenF
gr A is the k-algebra with generators x, y, z and defining relationsF
d dyx qxy xg , zx qy g , zy qyz gz , y  xz.Ž .
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These are in fact defining relations for A or A too. To see this, observeq J
3first that when g	 F P so that g 0, then the above equations reduce to
ŽŽ . .the standard relations 2 of Proposition 3.7 for A . Suppose now thatq
g az for some nonzero a	 k. If q 1 then the linear change of
2 1 ŽŽ .variables x a x, y a y, z z gives the standard relations 3
.of Proposition 3.7 for A . Similarly, when q 1 the linear changeJ
of variables
1 2 2x x a q 1 q 1 y q q 1 q 1 z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1y y a q 1 x , z zŽ .
ŽŽ . .gives the standard relations 2 of Proposition 3.7 for A . This finishesq
the proof of the theorem.
We have a converse result.
THEOREM 5.3. Any singularity A of type A is isomorphic to thed1
²² :: Ž .quotient of P k x, y, z with defining relations 4 of Theorem 5.2. More
precisely, let x, y, z be generators of gr A satisfying the standard relations forF
A or A . Then there exist lifts x, y, z of x, y, z to A such that the relationq J
dy  xz holds. Suppose now that x, y, z are any lifts of x, y, z to A such that
y d xz. If A is a q-singularity then there exists g	 F 3A such that the other
Ž . 3relations in 4 also hold. If A is a Jordan singularity then there exists h	 F A
Ž .such that the relations in 4 hold with g z h.
Proof. Suppose first that A is a q-singularity. We saw in Proposition
4.5 that the hypotheses for Bergman’s diamond lemma were satisfied for
gr A. Hence, we may apply Proposition 2.4 which shows that A is aF
quotient of P with defining relations
yx qxy z , zx q d y d y , zy qyz x , y d xz w ,
Ž .
where x, z	 F d3A, y, w	 F 2 d1A. Observe that in the last relation,
we can eliminate the higher order term as follows. First note that Proposi-
 i j ktions 4.5 and 2.1 yield the topological Grobner basis x y z  i, k 0,¨
4 0 j d for A. Hence, since the degree r of w is at least 2 d 1, we
can write w xz xz with x, z	 F rdA. Replacing x with x  x x˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜1
and z with z  z z we find y d x z  w, where w xz	 F 2 r2 dA,˜ ˜˜1 1 1
which is deeper in the filtration than w. Iterating this procedure produces
the desired elimination so henceforth we shall assume that w 0.
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We now determine some consequences of associativity.
y d x xzx q d xy d xy q d x 2 z xy .Ž .
This also equals
d1
d 2 i d1i iy . . . y yx . . .  q x z q y z y .Ž .Ž .Ž . Ý
i0
Similarly,
qxyz z z yxz y y d  y d y xzy qxyz xx .Ž . Ž .
This yields two ‘‘diamond lemma’’ equations,
d1
 i d1i ixy  q y z y 5Ž .Ý
i0
z z xx . 6Ž .
Writing our x and z in terms of the Grobner basis and comparing¨
Ž .  coefficients in Eq. 6 , we see we must have x  gz and z  xg for some
3 i Ž . i Ž .g	 F A. Note that by induction, y x x qy g so 5 gives
d1
d1i i ixy  q x qy g gy .Ž .Ý
i0
Since A is a domain, we may left cancel by x and then use the noncommu-
tative binomial theorem to deduce
d d dy  qy g  q y ,Ž .
proving the theorem when A is a q-singularity.
Suppose now that A is a Jordan singularity. As in the previous case, we
may apply Proposition 2.4 to deduce that A is a quotient of P with
defining relations
yx xy xz z , zx y2 2 yz 2 z 2 y , zy yz z 2 x ,
y d xz w .
As before, we may change variables to eliminate w. We consider some
consequences of associativity.
xyz xz2 z z yxz y3 xzy xyz xz2 xx .
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  Ž . 3Hence we get xx  z z as in Eq. 6 . It is thus possible to find h	 F P
  Ž .such that x  hz, z  xh. This gives all the relations in 4 except the
second one. We determine y by considering the monomial zy2.
z y2  zxz y2 z 2 yuz 2 2 z 3 y zŽ .
zy y yzy z 2 y hzyŽ .
 y2 z yz 2 yhz zyz z 3 zhz hyz hz 2 h2 z
 y2 z yz 2 yhz yz 2 z 3 hz 2 z 3 zhz hyz hz 2 h2 z .
On comparing these two equations we see that
y yh 2hz zh hy h2 .
Substituting back in gives
zx y2 2 yz 2 z 2 yh 2hz zh hy h2 .
We compare this with the right hand side of the corresponding relation
Ž .in 4 :
2 2 2 2y z h  y  yz zy z  yh hz zh hy hŽ .
 y2 2 yz 2 z 2 yh 2hz zh hy h2 .
Since these coincide, we are done.
It is hoped that every singularity A of type A is a special quotientd1
surface singularity; that is, ‘‘Spec A’’ possesses a smooth d-fold cover. We
have only found d-fold covers for certain q-singularities. Fortunately,
these already include many interesting examples of quotient singularities.
Recall that q	 k is said to be generic with respect to dth roots of unity if
1 is the only power of q which is a dth root of unity. This is equivalent to
the fact that either q is not a root of unity or q is a primitive nth root of
unity where n is coprime to d. Note for such q that the geometric sums
Ýd1qli are non-zero for every l	 . To simplify notation, we will sup-i0
press the P in F pP and denote it by just F p.
THEOREM 5.4. Let q	 k be generic with respect to dth roots of unit
and let A be a q-singularity of type A . Let q be any dth root of q which isd1
Ž .also generic with respect to dth roots of unity. N.B. Such a q always exists.
Then there exists a complete regular local ring of dimension two, B
G²² :: Ž .k u,   u qu  c , such that A
 B where G is the cyclic group
² : 1 of order d which acts on B ia  : u  u,    for any primitie
dth root of unity  .
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Ž .Proof. By Theorem 5.3 we may assume A has the relations 4 . We
consider g in the relations as a noncommutative power series in x, y, z.
There are many choices for g and we pick one at random. We set
²² ::P k u,  where u,  have degree one and let G act by  : u  u,
 1 . Let F be the natural filtration on P induced by degree. We
Gneed to find x, y, z, c	 P such that, modulo the relation u qu  c,
Ž . Gthe variables x, y, z satisfy relations 4 and generate P . It turns out that
Ž1d.2 Ž1d.2we may choose y q u where q denotes either of the two
Ž1d.square roots of q . The key reduction in the proof of the theorem is
the following lemma.
Ž1d.2 d dLEMMA 5.5. Let y q u , x  u , z  , c  0. It suffices to0 0 0
find inductiely x , z , c 	 P G such that the equations holdi i i
yx  qx y x g mod r  kud 2 i F d3iŽ .i i i i i
z y qyz  g z mod r  uF1 i d F d3iŽ .i i i i i †Ž .
y d x z mod r .Ž .i i i
Ž .where r u qu  c , g  g x , y, z , and also x  x , z  zi i i i i i1 i i1 i
mod F d1i and c  c mod F 3 i. The congruences hold when i 0.i1 i
Proof. We need to deal simultaneously with all the regular complete
Ž .local rings P r so it is convenient to work in P as follows. Recall fromi
Ž .Lemma 3.4 that the diamond lemma on P r yields a topologicali
 j l4Grobner basis consisting of the monomials u  . The diamond lemma¨
Ž .actually gives more. It gives a projection  	 End P onto the comple-i k
tion of the linear span of the Grobner basis such that, for a, b	 P, a b¨
Ž . Ž . Ž .mod r if and only if  a   b . This projection comes from thei i i
Ž reduction system ‘‘replace the submonomial u with qu  c ’’ see B, p.i
. Ž . p180 . Also, for any p	, the congruence a b mod r  F is equiva-i
Ž . Ž . plent to  a   b mod F since the  ’s do not decrease degree. Ini i i
Ž .general, the computation of  a involves an infinite number of replace-i
pŽ .ments u qu  c but the computation of  a modulo F stops afteri i
a finite number of replacements.
 4  4  4Let x, z, c be the limits of x , z , c , and 	 End P, the projectioni i i k
Ž .associated to c. We wish to show that B P r is the sought for ‘‘smooth
G Ž .d-fold cover’’ of the theorem. Note that since c , c	 P , G acts on P ri i
Ž .and P r .
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Ž Ž ..G GTheorem 5.3 applied to P r shows that there exists g	 P such˜i
that
yx  qx y x g mod rŽ .˜i i i i
z y qyz  gz mod rŽ .˜i i i i Ž .
y d  x z mod r .Ž .i i i
Ž .We compare the first congruence with the first congruence of † . Note
Ž Ž .. dthat the lowest degree term of  x g  g is the product of u with the˜i i i
Ž .lowest degree term of  g  g . Hence˜i i
 g  g  0 mod k 2 i F 3 i.Ž .˜i i
Ž . Ž .Similarly, comparing the second congruences of  and † we find
 g  g  0 mod uF1 i F 3 i.Ž .˜i i
Now the intersection of k 2 i F 3 i and uF1 i F 3 i is F 3 i so in fact
Ž . 3 i Ž .g  g mod r  F and the first two congruences of † become˜i i
yx  qx y x g mod r  F d3i 7Ž . Ž .i i i i i
z y qyz  g z mod r  F d3i. 8Ž . Ž .i i i i i
G G Ž .We can now show that A
 B . It is clear that B is topologically
generated by the images of x, y, z in B so it suffices to show they satisfy
Ž .the desired defining relations. Now let g also denote g x, y, z . Modulo
F d3i we have
0  yx  qx y x g   yx qxy xg   yx qxy xg .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i i
The last congruence follows from the fact that if W is of degree  d 2
Ž . Ž . d3i 3ithen  W   W 	 F since c c mod F . Hence in B wei i
Ž .have yx qxy xg which is the first of the defining relations in 4 .
Similarly we have y d xz so we may apply Theorem 5.3 to find relations
d  yx qxy xg , zx qy g , zy qyz g z .Ž .
Since B is a domain we must have g g, verifying the lemma.
We now return to the proof of the theorem for which we need to verify
Ž . Ž .the inductive step in the lemma. We may assume the congruences 7 , 8
Ž .and the last congruence of † hold for some particular value of i and set
c  c  c, x  x   x, z  z   z, where c	 F 3 iP G andi1 i i1 i i1 i
 x,  z	 F d1iP G are to be solved for. We may replace the last congru-
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Ž .ence in † with the weaker congruence
y d x z , mod r  F 2 d1i 9Ž . Ž .i i i
since, by the argument in Theorem 5.3, we can alter x and z in degreesi i
d Ž . d 1 i to obtain y  x z mod r .i i i
For the rest of the proof, it may be helpful to keep in mind that we are
only interested in c modulo F 4 i and  x,  z modulo F d2i and that
Ž .the congruences † we wish to solve lead to linear congruences.
Ž .We consider the first congruence in  and determine the effect of
replacing c with c . As has been noted already, any term W of degreei i1
Ž . Ž . d4i d 3 satisfies  W   W mod F . This accounts for alli i1
terms in the congruence except the lowest degree terms of yx and x y.i i
The lowest degree term of x y is ud1 which is already in lexicographici
order so we deal with the former,
Ž1d.2 d q u uŽ .Ž .i
d
d Ž1d.2 Ž1d.2 j1 j dj qu q u  q  q u c uŽ . Ýi iž /j1
d
d Ž1d.2 Ž1d.2 j1 j dj qu q u  q  q u c uŽ . Ýi i1ž /j1
d
Ž1d.2 j1 j dj q  q u c uŽ .Ýi ž /j1
Ž1d.2 d  q u uŽ .Ž .i1
d
Ž1d.2 j1 j dj d4i q  q u c u mod F ,Ž .Ýi1 ž /j1
which yields
d
Ž1d.2 j1 j dj d4iyx  qx y x g q q u c u mod r  F .Ž . Ž .˜ Ýi i i i1
j1
Ž .We carry out a similar computation with the other congruences in  . The
1Ž . Ž .second is similar to the first so we consider the last. Set t n  n n 1 ,2
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the nth triangular number. Again, the key term will be the lowest degree
one,
d d1Ž1d.2 tŽd1. q u  q  u qu  c Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /i i i
d1 d1tŽd1. q  u qu  c  qu Ž .Ž .ži i
d1d1q u u Ž . /
d1
t Žd1. tŽd1. tŽ j. dj q  q uÝi ž j1
j j dj d d qu  c  qu   u  .Ž .Ž .i /
Now the  ’s preserve left multiplication by u and right multiplication by i
so we may concentrate on the square bracketed term,
j jj j
 qu  c  qu   qu  c  c  quŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i1
j j
  qu  c  quŽ .Ž .i i1
j
l1 jlj1  q u c uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýi
l1
mod F 2 j2i
j j
  qu  c  quŽ .Ž .i1 i1
j
l1 jlj1  q u c uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýi1
l1
mod F 2 j2i.
Substituting back in and reversing the above computation for i 1 instead
of i gives
dŽ1d.2 q uŽ .ž /i
dŽ1d.2  q uŽ .ž /i1
jd1
l1 jlj1tŽ j. dj dj  q u u c u Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi1
j1 l1
mod F 2 d2i.
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Hence,
jd1
l1 jld j1tŽ j. dj djy  x z  q u u c u Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i
j1 l1
mod r  F 2 d2iŽ .i1
Incorporating also the effect of changing x , z to x , z we findi i i1 i1
d
Ž1d.2 j1 j djyx  qx y x g q q u c uŽ .˜ Ýi1 i1 i1
j1
 y  x  q  x y mod r  F d4iŽ . Ž . Ž .i1
d
Ž1d.2 j1 dj jz y qyz  gz  q q  c Ž .˜ Ýi1 i1 i1
j1 ‡Ž .
  z y qy  z mod r  F d4iŽ . Ž . Ž .i1
jd1
l1 jld j1tŽ j. dj djy  x z  q u u c u Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi1 i1
j1 l1
  x z  x  z mod r  F 2 d2i.Ž . Ž . Ž .i1 i1 i1
Ž .Let  g  g  g which, as was noted in the proof of the lemma, lies in˜i i
F 3 iP G. Note that since g	 F 3 we have g  g 	 F 4 i. Also,i1 i
 g  g   g  g mod F 4 iŽ . Ž .˜ ˜i1 i1 i i1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence on comparing the congruences ‡ with the desired ones † and 9 ,
we see the theorem amounts to solving
d
Ž1d.2 j1 j djx  g  q q u c u  y  x  q  x yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi1
j1
mod r  kud 3 i F d4i 10Ž . Ž .i1
d
Ž1d.2 j1 dj j g z  q q  c    z y qy  zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi1
j1
mod r  uF 2 i d F d4i 11Ž . Ž .i1
jd1
l1 jlj1tŽ j. dj dj0 q u u c u    x zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i1
j1 l1
 x  z mod r  F 2 d2i. 12Ž . Ž . Ž .i1 i1
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The above congruences are linear in  x,  z, c,  g and admit the trivial
solution when  g	 F 4 i. Hence, we may assume  g u  where
  3 i. There are two cases:
Case 1.  0. Let  x 0 and c u  where 	 k is to be
solved for. Note that c	 F 3 iP G since  g	 F 3 iP G. Since
d d
j1 j dj j1 Ždj. d  d4i q u c u   q u  mod F ,Ž .Ý Ýi1 ž / ž /j1 j1
d j1 Ždj.Ž .solving 10 depends on the invertibility of Ý q . But ourj1
hypothesis on q guarantees this geometric sum is non-zero. Now  ofi1
Ž . d1 d1the double sum term in 12 is a multiple of u  modulo
2 d2i Ž .F so we may solve 12 by setting  z to be an appropriate multiple
of u 1 d1. Note that  z	 F d1iP G as was required. Finally, to
Ž . dcheck 11 we need only observe that  of every term lies in uP .i1
Ž .Case 2.  0. Let  z 0. As in the previous case we can solve 11
 Ž . d1 1to find c   and 12 to obtain  x as some multiple of u  .
Ž .The verification of 10 is as in the previous case.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
6. LOCAL DUALITY
In this section, we give an expose of the theory of local duality for´
noncommutative complete local rings. The results in this section were
  obtained by Wu and Zhang WZ and in a weaker form in C, Sects. 2 and
3 . We will content ourselves with stating the main results of the theory
since proofs will be given elsewhere and are, for the most part, simple
Ž translations of the results for noncommutative graded algebras see Y1,
.VdB .
Throughout this section, we will be concerned with a Noetherian local
k-algebra A with maximal ideal  which is complete with respect to the
-adic filtration. We shall also assume that the residue field A is
naturally isomorphic to k. Wu and Zhang omit this last assumption and
also only assume that A is one-sided Noetherian.
Local duality involves two duality functors. The first of these is Matlis
duality which swaps the category of Noetherian right A-modules with the
 Ž .category of artinian left A-modules. Let A denote the A, A -bimodule
Ž p .lim Hom A , k , that is, the continuous dual of A.p k
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  PROPOSITION 6.1 C, Lemma 1.1.16 . The bimodule A is the injectie
hull of A as a left module and as a right module.
Hence, it makes sense to define
 ŽDEFINITION 6.2. The Matlis dual of a module M is M 
Hom M,A
.A .
When the module M is Noetherian or Artinian, then the Matlis dual is
Ž  .also given by the continuous dual see C, Proposition 1.1.21 . The
topology on an Artinian module is discrete so the Matlis dual is just the
k-linear dual. If M is a bimodule, then there may be some ambiguity as to
whether the Matlis dual refers to the left or right module structure. In this
Ž . Ž .case, we will write out the functor in full, as Hom , E or Hom , EA A
accordingly.
Ž .Let N A denote the category of right Noetherian A-modules. Similarly,
Ž .we let A A denote the category of right Artinian modules. We will drop
the argument A when it is understood. Let A denote the opposite ring of
Ž . Ž .A. Then we may identify N A and A A with the category of left
Ž .Noetherian and Artinian modules. We let C A denote the Gabriel
Ž . Ž .product A A . N A which is the category of modules which are exten-
sions of Noetherian modules by Artinian modules.
Let B C be a ring homomorphism and let K be a full Abelian
subcategory of Mod-B. Suppose that the full subcategory of C-modules
which are in Obj K when considered as B-modules is closed under
	 Ž .extensions. Then we let D B denote the full subcategory of the derivedK
	 Ž . Ž 	category D B consisting of complexes with cohomology in K here
.denotes ,, b or can be omitted . The unadorned tensor symbol  will
always mean  . We obtain the following version of Matlis duality.k
Ž .THEOREM 6.3 Matlis duality . The Matlis dual defines a duality between
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N A and A A which extends to a duality between C A and C A . It
Ž . Ž .hence induces a duality between D A and D A . Let B and C beC C
 Ž .  Ž .k-algebras and M	D B A and N	D C A . Then there isC Ž A . C Ž A .
a natural isomorphism
RHom M , N 
RHom N , M Ž . Ž .A A
Ž .in D C B .
 Ž .The proof of this theorem can be found in WZ, Proposition 3.3 3 ; C,
Theorem 1.1.25 .
We consider now the second duality functor which occurs in local
duality. Morally speaking, it is a duality between Noetherian left modules
and Noetherian right modules.
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We need some notation first. Let A B be a morphism of k-algebras.
We denote the restriction of scalars functor by res B: Mod-BMod-A.A
We will omit the subscript or superscript when there is no confusion. The
Ž . Ž .restriction functor is exact and so extends to a functor from D B D A .
In particular, if Ae denotes the enveloping ring A A then given
Ž e.M	D A it makes sense to consider M and M .A A
 Mimicking Y1, Definition 3.3 we make the
bŽ e.DEFINITION 6.4. An element 	 in D A is said to be a dualising
complex for A if
i Ž .i. 	 and 	 have finite injective dimension; i.e., Ext , 	  0A A A
i Ž . Ext , 	 for all i 0.A
ii. 	 and 	 have Noetherian cohomology.A A
Ž .iii. The canonical morphisms A RHom 	, 	 and AA
Ž . Ž e.RHom 	, 	 are isomorphisms in D A .A
The simplest example of a dualising complex occurs when A itself has
finite injective dimension as a right module and as a left module. Then
	 A is a dualising complex.
Dualising complexes induce the aforementioned duality as follows:
 PROPOSITION 6.5 Y1, Proposition 3.5 . Let C be a k-algebra. If 	 is a
Ž . Ž .dualising complex then the functors RHom , 	 and RHom , 	A A
b Ž . b Ž .define a duality between D C A and D A C .N Ž A. N Ž A.
If a dualising complex exists, then it is unique up to the Picard group of
invertible bimodules. Recall that an invertible bimodule is a bimodule L
for which there exists an inverse bimodule L1 ; i.e., L L1 
 A
 L1A
 L. These are easily classified as follows. Given an algebra automor-A
Ž . Ž .phism  of A, let A  denote the A, A -bimodule which is isomorphic
to A as a right module and whose left module structure is given by
Ž .a . x  a x for a, x	 A where on the left we have scalar multiplication
Ž .and on the right we have multiplication in A. Then A  is an invertible
bimodule and every invertible bimodule has this form. The uniqueness
result for dualising complexes can now be precisley stated. Below, we use
 d to denote a shift by d places of a complex.
 THEOREM 6.6 Y1, Theorem 3.9 . Let 	 be a dualising complex for A.
   Ž e.Then 	 is a dualising complex for A if and only if 	
 	 L d in D AA
for some inertible bimodule L and d	 .
In commutative algebra, local duality relates the two dualities using
local cohomology. Let  denote the -torsion functor for right modules
and  the -torsion functor for left modules. The ith local cohomology 
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iŽ Ž ..group of a right module M is defined to be H R M and is denoted
i Ž .by H M .
Grothendieck’s local duality formula in the commutative case is
R M RHom M , 	 ,Ž . Ž . A
Žwhere 	 is the dualising complex which is chosen to be normalised see
  .H1 for the definition . Together with condition 3 for a complex to be
Ž . dualising we see that for such an 	 we have R 	 
 A . In noncom-
mutative algebra, Yekutieli discovered that even this relationship may fail
for every dualising complex of a given ring. He thus introduced
 DEFINITION 6.7 Y1, Definition 4.1 . A dualising complex 	 is said to
Ž .  Ž . Ž e.be balanced if R 	 
 A 
 R 	 in D A .  
Theorem 6.6 ensures uniqueness of balanced dualising complexes. The
existence question for balanced dualising complexes is tied to local duality.
To state the main result, we need some definitions. Following AZ,
Definition 3.7 , we define
Ž .DEFINITION 6.8. A satisfies  if R M has Artinian cohomology for
 every Noetherian right A-module M. By H1, Chapter 1, Proposition 7.3 ,
this is equivalent to the fact that R is a functor from D to D. N A
We let cd denote the cohomological dimension of a functor. The key
result is
THEOREM 6.9. The following are equialent:
i. A and A satisfy  and cd  , cd  are finite.  
bŽ e. Ž . Ž .ii. Local duality: There exists 		D A satisfying conditions i , ii
of Definition 6.4 and the following: gien any k-algebra C and complexes
Ž . Ž .M	D C A and N	D A C ,
Hom R M , A RHom M , 	 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .A  A
Hom R N , A RHom N , 	Ž . Ž .Ž .A   A
Ž . Ž .hold in D A C and D C A .
iii. A has a balanced dualising complex.
If these conditions hold then 	 is the balanced dualising complex and equals
Hom R A , A Hom R A , A .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A  A  
 This theorem is proved in WZ, Theorem 3.6; C, Theorem 1.2.6 .
We sometimes want to know when a dualising complex 	 can be
balanced, that is, when there exists an invertible bimodule L and an
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 integer d such that 	 L d is a balanced dualising complex for A. TheA
answer is given by
 PROPOSITION 6.10 Y1, Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.8 . Let 	 be a
dualising complex for A. Then for d	 , the following conditions are equia-
lent:
Ž .   Ž e.i. RHom k, 	 
 k d in D A .A
Ž .   Ž e.ii. RHom k, 	 
 k d in D A .A
 iii. A has a balanced dualising complex of the form 	 L d forA
some inertible bimodule L.
The first two conditions of the proposition are generalisations of the
Ž  .Gorenstein condition of Artin and Schelter see ASch .
One immediate corollary of this proposition is
COROLLARY 6.11. Suppose that A has finite injectie dimension as a left
Ž .  module and as a right module and that RHom k, A 
 k d for someA
 d	 . Then A has a balanced dualising complex of the form L d where L is
an inertible bimodule. Furthermore, d is the injectie dimension of A as a
right module or a left module.
Proof. The first assertion follows from the fact that A is a dualising
complex since it has finite injective dimension as a right and left module.
The second assertion requires considering minimal injective resolutions
which we define in
Ž .DEFINITION 6.12. Let M	D A . A minimal injectie resolution of M
is a quasi-isomorphism M I where I is a complex of injectives with the
property that the inclusion of cocyles Z j I j is essential.
Ž . The existence of such a resolution for M	D A is guaranteed by Y1,
Lemma 4.2 . We wish to determine the shape of a minimal injective
resolution of a balanced dualising complex 	, say as a right module. Since
	 has finite injective dimension, we know it must have the formA
0 	  	    	  0d d1 e
for some d, e	 . We need to introduce some notation.
Ž . Ž .  iŽ . 4DEFINITION 6.13. For M	D A , we let sup M  sup i H M  0
Ž .  iŽ . 4and inf M  inf i H M  0 .
Ž .We define the injectie dimension of 	 to be id 	
inf 	 . By the
 proof of H1, Chap. I, Proposition 7.6 and local duality, we see that
e sup sup RHom M , 	  sup sup R M  0. 4Ž . Ž . 4A 
M	Mod-A M	Mod-A
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Minimality of the resolution ensures that there is non-zero cohomology
at the d term so we have in fact d id 	. Furthermore, local duality
shows that
cd   sup inf R MŽ . 4 
M	Mod-A
 sup inf RHom M , 	  d. 4Ž .A
M	Mod-A
The above computation works equally well for a minimal left injective
resolution of 	 so we obtain
PROPOSITION 6.14. A minimal injectie resolution of a balanced dualising
complex 	 for A has the form
0 	  	    	  0,d d1 0
where d id 	 cd   cd  .  
Conclusion of Proof of Corollary 6.11. Observe that the invertible
bimodule L is isomorphic to A as a left module and as a right module so
the resolution of the proposition is also the minimal injective resolution
for A. This shows that d id A id A , giving the final assertion ofA A
the corollary.
DEFINITION 6.15. If A satisfies the conditions of Corollary 6.11 then A
is said to be ASGorenstein. If, furthermore, A has finite global dimension
then A is said to be AS-regular.
We have the following important example.
 PROPOSITION 6.16 AS . The complete local ring A is regular of dimension
two if and only if it is an AS-regular domain of global dimension two.
7. SOME CLASSICAL RESULTS
We include in this section several generalisations of classical results in
commutative algebra. These results are well known in the graded case and
in the local case, have been proved by Wu and Zhang and in C, Chap. 1,
Sect. 4 . Again, for the most part, proofs will be omitted as they will appear
elsewhere.
Ž . Ž .Throughout this section, let A, and B,  be Noetherian complete
local rings with residue field k as in the previous section.
PROPOSITION 7.1. Suppose there is a local homomorphism A B such
that B is a finite A-module on the left and on the right. Let res denote the
restriction functor from B-modules to A-modules. Then there is a natural
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isomorphism
resR 
 R res 
Ž . Ž . Ž e. Ž .of functors from D B D A or from D B D B A .
Proof. Note first that res 
  res since B is finitely generated 
over A. Because restriction is an exact functor, it suffices by Grothendieck’s
theorem to show that restriction maps any B-injective I to a  -acyclic.
 Now by G, Chap. 3, Corollaire 2 of Proposition 6 , we are reduced to two
Ž . Ž . cases: i I is -torsionfree and ii I is a direct sum of B ’s. In the first
case we consider the spectral sequence
Ext i Tor A A p , B , I  Ext i j A p , I .Ž . Ž .Ž .B j A
Since I is B-injective, the sequence collapses to
Hom Tor A A p , B , I 
 Ext j A p , I .Ž . Ž .Ž .B j A
AŽ p .Now Tor A , B is finite dimensional over k so since we are assum-j
ing that I is -torsionfree, the left hand side must be zero. Taking direct
Ž . Ž . limits, we see that R I  0. In the second case, R I  I by VdB, 
Lemma 4.4 so I is again  -acyclic and the proposition follows.
The following corollary was pointed out to me by Ammon Yekutieli. It
follows directly from local duality and the above proposition. A full proof
 can be found in C, Corollary 1.4.2 .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 7.2 adjunction formula for finite morphisms . Let A,
Ž .and B,  be as in the preious proposition. If A has a balanced dualising
complex 	 , then B has a balanced dualising complex and it is gien byA
	 
RHom B , 	 in D A BŽ . Ž .B A A
	 
RHom B , 	 in D B A .Ž . Ž .B A A
The next result, communicated to me by James Zhang, is also a direct
 consequence of local duality. It is proved in C, Corollary 1.4.4 .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 7.3. Let A, and B,  be as in Proposition 7.1 and
suppose further that the map A B is split as a morphism of right A-modules
and of left A-modules. If B has a balanced dualising complex 	 , then A hasB
a balanced dualising complex 	 which is a direct summand of 	 whenA B
Ž . Ž .considered as an object in D A or D A .
8. REFLEXIVE AND COHENMACAULAY MODULES
In this section, we collect some well-known results about reflexive
modules and introduce CohenMacaulay modules. Throughout, let A
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Ž .denote a Noetherian ring and let D denote the A-linear dual Hom , AA
Ž .or Hom , A as the case may be.A
DEFINITION 8.1. A finitely generated A-module is said to be reflexie if
Ž .the natural morphism MDD M is an isomorphism.
Ž .Recall that if A is a semiprime Goldie and Q A is its ring of fractions,
then a module M is said to be torsionfree if the natural morphism
Ž .MM Q A is an injection, and torsion if the map is zero. There areA
many ways to characterise torsionfree modules. The following proposition
is well known. Lacking a good reference, we include a proof here.
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let A be a Noetherian domain and let M be a finitely
generated right A-module. Then
ker MDD M  ker MM Q AŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .A
Hence, the following are equialent:
i. M is torsionfree.
Ž .ii. The natural isomorphism MDD M is an injection.
iii. M can be embedded in a finitely generated free module F.
Ž .In iii , the free module F may be chosen so that FM is torsion.
Proof. We first prove equality of the kernels which will give the
Ž . Ž .equivalence of i and ii .
Ž Ž .. Ž .Let m	 ker MM Q A and f	Hom M, A . Consider theA A
commutative diagram
f 
AM
 Ž .f Q AA Ž . Ž .M Q A Q AA
Ž . ŽSince the vertical morphism on the right is injective, f m  0 so ker M
Ž .. Ž Ž .. ŽM Q A  ker MDD M . Suppose now that m ker MA
Ž .. Ž .M Q A . Since Q A is a skew-field, we have an isomorphism MA A
Ž . Ž .nQ A 
Q A for some n. Further, as M is finitely generated, we have a
commutative diagram of the form
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Ž .in Mod-A where  is left multiplication by some x	Q A . We mustx
Ž . nhave f m  0 so we can find a homomorphism g : A  A such that the
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..composite g f m  0. Hence m ker MDD M and the kernels
Ž .must coincide. If i holds, then f above gives the desired embedding of
Ž . n Ž . Ž . Ž .iii with A f M torsion. Conversely, iii implies i since free modules
are torsionfree.
The next proposition gives alternative characterisations of reflexivity.
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let A be a Noetherian domain and let M be a finitely
generated right A-module. The following are equialent:
i. M is reflexie.
ii. There exists a finitely generated free module F and a torsionfree
module G such that M fits into an exact sequence
0M FG 0.
iii. There exists a reflexie module F and a torsionfree module G such
that M fits into an exact sequence
0M FG 0.
Ž  .Proof. adapted from H2, Proposition 1.1 . We shall only prove the
Ž . Ž .hard implication iii  i . Note that M is torsionfree. Consider the dual
exact sequence
0D G D F D M N 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 Ž .where N is the appropriate submodule of Ext G, A . Dualising again weA
obtain the commutative diagram
Ž .where the bottom row is just a complex which is exact at the DD M term.
We first show that N is torsion. Indeed, by the previous proposition, we
can find a finitely generated free module P containing G with PG
Ž .torsion. Since Q A is flat over A we have
Q A  Ext1 G, A 
Q A  Ext2 PG, AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A A

 Ext2 PG Q A , Q A  0.Ž . Ž .Ž .QŽ A. A
1 Ž .N being a submodule of Ext G, A must be torsion. Hence PropositionA
Ž . Ž . Ž .8.2 shows that D N  0 and so the map DD M DD F is injective.
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Ž . Ž .The previous proposition also shows that MDD M and GDD G
are injections. A diagram chase now completes the proof.
PROPOSITION 8.4. Let A, B be Noetherian domains, M a finitely generated
Ž .right A-module, and L a B, A -bimodule such that L is reflexie. ThenB
Ž .Hom M, L is also a reflexie B-module.A
Proof. Consider a presentation
Am AnM 0.
Taking homomorphisms into L gives the exact sequence
0Hom M , L  Ln Lm .Ž .A
Since Ln is reflexive by assumption and every submodule of Lm is
Ž .torsionfree, Hom M, L is reflexive by Proposition 8.3.A
 Following Y2, Definition 1.4 , we consider the
Ž .DEFINITION 8.5. Let A, be a local ring. Given a finitely generated
Ž .A-module M, we define the canonical dimension of M to be  M 
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..sup R M and the depth of M to be depth M  inf R M . 
Ž .DEFINITION 8.6. Let A, be a local ring such that cd  is finite.
Let M be a finitely generated A-module. M is said to be CohenMacaulay
Ž . Ž . Ž .if  M  depth M . If depth M  cd  then M is said to be maximal
CohenMacaulay.
Ž .If A, is a complete local ring with a balanced dualising complex 	,
Ž .then by local duality we may use RHom , 	 instead of R to test aA 
module is CohenMacaulay. A module M is CohenMacualay if and only
Ž .if its dual RHom M, 	 has only one non-zero cohomology group.A
DEFINITION 8.7. Let A be a complete local ring with balanced dualising
complex 	. We say that A is ASCohenMacaulay if 	 is isomorphic to a
shift of a bimodule.
Examples of ASCohenMacaulay rings include ASGorenstein rings
Ž .see Definition 6.15 . In fact, these are precisely the ASCohenMacaulay
rings whose dualising complexes are isomorphic to a shift of an invertible
bimodule.
Remark. If A is ASCohenMacaulay then, as an A-module, A is
maximal CohenMacaulay since a minimal injective resolution for its dual
	 has the form
0 	  	    	  0,d d1 0
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where d cd  by Proposition 6.1. We refer to d simply as the dimen-
sion of A.
Applying the long exact sequence in local cohomology to the exact
Ž .sequence in Proposition 8.3 iii yields another classic result from commu-
tative algebra.
PROPOSITION 8.8. Let A be an ASCohenMacaulay domain of dimen-
sion two. If M is reflexie then it is maximal CohenMacaulay.
There is a natural noncommutative analogue of the AuslanderBuchs-
baum formula. In the graded case, this has already been established by
  Jørgensen in J . The local case is proved in WZ, Theorem 5.8; C,
Theorem 1.5.9 .
Ž .THEOREM 8.9 AuslanderBuchsbaum formula . Let A be a complete
local ring with balanced dualising complex and let M be a finitely gener-
ated module of finite projectie dimension. Then the projectie dimension is
gien by
pd M depth A  depth M .Ž . Ž .
Ž .COROLLARY 8.10. Let A be an AS-regular ring Definition 6.15 . Then
eery maximal CohenMacaulay module is free.
9. FINITENESS OF REPRESENTATION TYPE
We assume throughout this section that the base field k is algebraically
closed of characteristic zero.
Quotient surface singularities have balanced dualising complexes. In
fact, Proposition 7.3 shows that
PROPOSITION 9.1. Eery quotient surface singularity is ASCohenMa-
caulay of dimension two.
We next establish a noncommutative analogue of the fact that rational
double points are Gorenstein. For this, we will need to introduce the
Auslander condition.
DEFINITION 9.2. A Noetherian ring A satisfies the Auslander condition
if for every finitely generated left or right module M, every i	, and
i Ž .every submodule N Ext M, A we haveA
inf RHom N , A  i .Ž .Ž .A
DEFINITION 9.3. A Noetherian ring A is said to be AuslanderGoren-
stein if it has finite injective dimension as a left and right module and
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satisfies the Auslander condition. If, furthermore, A has finite global
dimension then A is said to be Auslander regular.
For us, the relevance of this notion is given by Levasseur’s
 THEOREM 9.4 L, Theorem 6.3 . Let A be a Noetherian complete local
ring with residue field k. If A is AuslanderGorenstein then it is ASGoren-
stein.
 The proof in L is given for graded rings but works equally well in the
local case.
We need two criteria for testing to see if a ring is AuslanderGoren-
stein.
  Ž .THEOREM 9.5 Bj, Theorem 3.9 . Let A, F be a complete filtered ring
such that gr A is Noetherian. Suppose that gr A is AuslanderGorensteinF F
of injectie dimension d. Then A is AuslanderGorenstein of injectie dimen-
sion  d.
 Ž .THEOREM 9.6 L, Theorem 3.6 2 . Let A be a Noetherian -graded
algebra. Let x	 A be an homogeneous regular normal element of positie
degree. Then AxA is AuslanderGorenstein of injectie dimension d if and
only if A is AuslanderGorenstein of injectie dimension d 1.
Let S and T be the rings defined in Section 4.
COROLLARY 9.7. The rings S and T are Auslander regular of global
dimension three.
ŽProof. Since S and T are three-fold iterated Ore extensions Lemma
.4.3 , Hilbert’s syzygies theorem guarantees that S and T have global
dimension three. We need to show they are AuslanderGorenstein. Now,
x, y, and z are normal in S so applying Theorem 9.6 three times shows
 that S is AuslanderGorenstein. Also, z is normal in T and TzT
 k x, y
which is commutative Gorenstein so Levasseur’s theorem again shows that
T is AuslanderGorenstein.
2 G² : Ž . ² : Ž .Let B k u,   u qu or k u,   u u  . Let A B
Ž Ž ..where G is a finite subgroup of SL ku k .
Ž .PROPOSITION 9.8. Let A, F be a complete filtered ring whose associated
graded ring is isomorphic to A. Then A is AuslanderGorenstein of injectie
dimension  2 and hence ASGorenstein. If A is a special quotient surface
singularity then the injectie dimension actually equals two.
Proof. By Proposition 3.7 A is either commutative or equals A or Aq J
of the previous section. In the commutative case, it is well known that A is
Gorenstein of injective dimension two and hence AuslanderGorenstein.
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In the other cases, Proposition 4.6 shows that A is a quotient of the
domain S or T by a normal homogeneous element so by Theorem 9.6, A
is AuslanderGorenstein of injective dimension two. Bjork’s Theorem 9.5¨
and Proposition 9.1 now yield the proposition.
DEFINITION 9.9. A complete local ring A with balanced dualising
complex is said to have finite representation type if the number of isomor-
phism classes of indecomposable maximal CohenMacaulay modules is
finite.
 The proof for the next theorem is taken from Aus, Proposition 2.1 . It is
included here so the reader can see that all the elements of the proof have
indeed been established in the noncommutative case.
THEOREM 9.10. Let B be a regular complete local ring of dimension two
G Ž .and let A B G SL as before be a special quotient surface singularity.2
Then A has finite representation type and, in fact, the indecomposable
maximal CohenMacaulay modules are precisely the indecomposable sum-
mands of B.
Proof. Note that the category of Noetherian A-modules is Krull
Ž   .Schmidt by the usual argument see C, Corollary 1.6.2 for example .
Hence it suffices to show that any indecomposable maximal CohenMa-
caulay module M is a direct summand of B and that B is maximal
 Ž .CohenMacaulay as an A-module. Let M Hom M, A . Since A isA
ASGorenstein, A is a dualising complex for A. Furthermore, since M is
Ž . Ž .maximal CohenMacaulay, RHom M, A 
Hom M, A so M is re-A A
flexive. Now 0 A B is split as a sequence of left A-modules so we
have a split sequence of right A-modules:
0MHom M  , A Hom M  , B .Ž . Ž .A A
Ž  .Proposition 8.4 shows that Hom M , B is a reflexive B-module so byA
Proposition 8.8, it is maximal CohenMacaulay and hence free over B
Ž .Corollary 8.10 . This shows that M is a summand of B. That B is maximal
CohenMacaulay over A follows from Proposition 7.1 and the fact that B
is maximal CohenMacaulay over B.
10. REGULARITY IN CODIMENSION ONE
Every commutative quotient singularity is regular in codimension one.
In this section we prove an analogue of this fact for certain special
quotient surface singularities.
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Let A be a ring. If A is commutative, then regularity in codimension
one is traditionally defined by looking at the localisations at height one
primes of A. Unfortunately, noncommutative geometry tends not to be
local so this definition fails for noncommutative rings. An alternative way
to define regularity in codimension one in the commutative case is to
consider the scheme X consisting of Spec A with all the points of
codimension two or greater removed. Then A is regular in codimension
one if X is smooth. This suggests
Ž .DEFINITION 10.1. Let A, be a two dimensional complete local ring
with balanced dualising complex and let T denote the category of -tor-
sion A-modules. Then A is said to be regular in codimension one if the
quotient category Mod-AT has finite injective dimension.
The category Mod-AT is sometimes called the punctured spectrum
since, when A is commutative, it corresponds to the category of quasi-
coherent sheaves on Spec A with the closed point removed.
Let B be a ring and let G be a finite group which acts on B. Let
A BG. There is a standard technique for studying the invariant ring
which involves establishing a Morita equivalence between A and the skew
Ž   .group ring SGB see Mont; McR, Chap. 7, Sect. 8 for details . We
need a modification of the theory. First recall that as a right B-module
S  B while multiplication is given by the commutation rule	G
Ž Ž ..b   b .
1Let e be the idempotent Ý  in S so that eS is a projective  G
S-module. There is a ring isomorphism A eSe given by a eae ae
ea. The Morita context in the classical case is given by
 : eS Se eSe
 A ,  : Se eS S,S A
where the maps are appropriate restrictions of the multiplication map in S.
The map  is always an isomorphism but  will not be in the cases we are
interested in. Given an ideal J of some ring, let J-tors denote the category
of J-torsion modules. The version of Morita equivalence we want is
PROPOSITION 10.2. Let J be an ideal of the ring B such that SJ SJ and
G Ž . n nlet I be an ideal of the ring A B . Suppose that  I  J and J  IB
for some n	. If SSeS is J-torsion then  eS and  Se induce in-A S
Ž . Ž .erse equialences between the quotient categories Mod-A  I-tors and
Ž . Ž .Mod-S  J-tors .
Proof. We first show that the map  of the Morita context is an
isomorphism modulo J-torsion. By hypothesis, it is surjective so we need
only show that K
 ker  is J-torsion. Now Se is a projective left
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S-module so we have an exact sequence
0 K Se Se eS Se Se.S A S
The last map is an isomorphism since : eS Se eSe is. HenceS
Ž . Ž .K Se 0. This shows that K
 K K Se eS 
 K SSeSS S A S
which is J-torsion so  is indeed an isomorphism modulo J-torsion.
Ž . Ž .We now show that  Se induces a functor from Mod-S  J-tors S
Ž . Ž .  Mod-A  I-tors . By G, Chap. III, Sect. 1, Corollaire 2 , it suffices to
show that the composite
 SeS Mod-S Mod-A Mod-A  I-torsŽ . Ž .
is exact and maps J-torsion modules to 0. Exactness holds since Se is
projective so we need to verify that M Se is I-torsion whenever M is aS
Ž .J-torsion S-module. This follows from condition  which guarantees that
M Se I n im M BeI n im M BI ne im M JeŽ .S S S S
 im MJ Se,S
where the image is taken in M Se.S
Now we show that  eS induces a functor on quotient categories byA
showing that the composite
 eSA 
 : Mod-A Mod-S Mod-S  J-torsŽ . Ž .
is exact and annihilates I-torsion modules. We know that  is right exact
Žso consider an injection MN of A-modules. Let K
 ker M eSA
.N eS . Since Se is a projective S-module we have an exact sequence,A
0 K SeM eS SeN eS Se.S A S A S
Since  : eS Se A is an isomorphism, the map on the right is injec-A
tive and K Se 0. By the argument in the first paragraph, this showsS
that K is J-torsion. Hence  is exact. Now let M be an I-torsion mod-
ule. Then
M eS J n im M eSIB im M IeS im MI eSŽ .A A A A
so M eS is J-torsion so  eS induces a functor on quotient cate-A A
gories as desired.
To see that the functors  eS and  Se induce inverse equiva-A S
lences between quotient categories, we need to show that the composites
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 eS Se and  Se eS are naturally equivalent to the identityA S S A
on the quotient categories. This follows from the fact that  and  are
isomorphisms modulo torsion.
Suppose now that the base field k is algebraically closed of characteris-
Ž .tic zero. For the rest of the section, let B,  denote a regular complete
local ring of dimension two. The first step toward proving regularity in
codimension one is
Ž .PROPOSITION 10.3. Let B,  be a regular complete local ring of dimen-
sion two and let S be the corresponding skew group ring. The quotient category
Ž . Ž .Mod-S  -tors has injectie dimension at most two.
This follows from Maschke’s theorem and G, Chap. III, Sect. 3, Corol-
laire 2 .
Let u,  be topological generators for B as in Proposition 3.3. As in
Ž .Section 2.1, we let V ku k and identify GL V with GL using the2
basis u,  . Let  ,  be primitive dth roots of unity for some d	 and
 0Ž . . We first prove regularity in codimension one for the following0 
quotient singularities.
PROPOSITION 10.4. Suppose that the action of  on V extends to B and let
G be the group generated by  . Then SeS contains S 2 d. Hence the quotient
singularity A BG is regular in codimension one in this case.
Proof. To show SeS S 2 d it suffices to show that ui 2 di	 SeS for
0 i 2 d. We will prove this in the case where i d. The case i d is
similar. For any 0 l d, SeS contains
z 
 ul  rui l 2 di  r  r lui 2 di.Ý Ýl
0rd 0rd
Since  is a primitive dth root of unit, we see that SeS also contains
1 d1 i 2 di 2 dÝ z  u  as was to be shown. Hence SeS S and we mayl0 ld
invoke Proposition 10.2 to conclude that Mod-AT is naturally equivalent
Ž . Ž .to Mod-S  -tors . This has finite injective dimension by the previous
proposition so A is regular in codimension one.
For other examples, we need to reduce the question to the graded case.
Let B gr B and  gr . Note that there is an -adic filtration on S 
arising from the right B-module structure. Let S denote the associated
graded ring gr S which is isomorphic to GB. We omit the proof of the
following.
LEMMA 10.5. If SSeS is -torsion then SSeS is -torsion.
Recall that 	GL is a pseudo-reflection if  1 and 1 is an eigen-2
value for  .
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PROPOSITION 10.6. Suppose G is a finite subgroup of GL without pseu-2
do-reflections which acts linearly on B and B gr B is commutatie. Then
BG is regular in codimension one.
Proof. By the previous lemma, it suffices to show that SSeS is
-torsion. This is the commutative case where the result is well known. It
Gis a consequence of the fact that the map Spec B Spec B is etale away´
from the vertex .
We have thus shown that every special quotient surface singularity is
regular in codimension one with the possible exception of the rings BG
where G is non-diagonal and gr B is not commutative. The result is not
Ž known in this case but the method of proof above certainly fails see C,
 .Claim 2.5.7 for details .
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